Session 4 : Sharing my Heart : A Gentle Opening

Invitations for integrating this theme
I invite you to continue to nurture your relationship with creativity.
We can make small efforts day to day to stay connected with the part of us that seeks to express
and create. We might notice that our practice ebbs and flows and there may be periods of time
when art and creativity are not a fitting practice. Still, I invite you to see the ways that creativity
is a part of your life aside from art-making. Creativity is making the unseen, seen. It is giving life
to our experience, our thoughts, ideas and feelings. This can happen in so many ways. You are
innately creative in everything you do.
See what it feels like to be your greatest supporter
In times that you feel stuck or frustrated, see what it feels like to treat yourself the way you
would treat a small child that's learning a new practice or skill. Give yourself all the grace,
patience and encouragement as you learn this meaningful art practice. Offer yourself
acknowledgment and praise for showing up and when you notice growth. Protect your creative
time and the practices that are serving you. You are deserving of this love and tenderness.
.
Give yourself the gift of learning
Allow yourself to be a beginner and explore the mediums and subject matter that you feel drawn
to. Perhaps see this journey as a way to fulfill desires that you have to learn new things. Invite
new practices and teachers that can enlighten you on your path. Connect with a community and
people that inspire you and remind you of your creative essence. See if you can invest the time to
develop a skill or technique that you would like to improve. Remember that this is an ongoing
practice that will continue to grow and evolve. My hope is that you feel the energy, confidence
and desire to continue to connect with your creative practice.
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Creative Playlist for Session Four

Please enjoy a list of the songs that were played during our session
Opening - Trevor Oswalt, East Forest
Niños- Trevor Oswalt, East Forest
Lessons and Learnings- Todd Baker
Seeming- Helios
Blessed to Be a Witness- Ben Harper
The Sweetest Gift- Sade
Dream 13- Max Richter
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